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Status Summary and R&D Priorities for Thick Liquid Wall Concepts

Overview of Thick Liquid Wall Session

Note that 80 percent of this status summary is new work since the last APEX meeting at
PPPL in May and is not included in the interim report.

Status Summary Alice Ying (20 minutes)

Update on κ−ε Model Development for Flibe Sergey Smolentsev
Free Surface Temperature Estimation (15 minutes)

Flow Characteristics for Submerged LM Sergey Smolentsev
Wall Concepts (10 minutes)

Penetration Considerations for Moderately Karani Gulec
Thick Liquid (Flibe) Walls (20 minutes)

Update on Thick Liquid Wall Design Paul Fogarty(15 minutes)
Configurations

 

Exit nozzle, droplet divertor and penetration Ralph Moir (5 minutes)

R&D Priorities Alice Ying (5 minutes)
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 Various Organizations/Individuals Participated in this
Challenging Exploration

UCLA: Karani Gulec, Neil Morley, Sergy Smolentsev, Mahmoud
Youssef, Alice Ying, Tom Sketchley, Mohamed Abdou

ORNL: Brad Nelson, Paul Fogarty, and Steve Zinkle

LLNL: Ralph Moir, Tom Rognlien, and Marv Rensink

ANL: Dai-Kai Sze

UW: Hesham Khater, John Santarius

JA: Tomokai Kunugi, Saburo Toda, Masami Ohnishi (FRC)

SNOWMASS participants
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Status Overview

Among the challenges of liquid walls being addressed during past year are:

À Concept exploration & hydrodynamics simulation
1) establishing hydrodynamic models and exploring various thick-liquid formation

schemes in different MFE confinement configurations
2) developing mechanical drawings for various thick liquid configurations
3) assessing multidimensional effects (e.g. penetrations)

À Free surface temperature estimation
4) developing a 2-D free surface hydrodynamic and heat transfer simulation code that

incorporates MHD effects
5) evaluating temperature profiles on fast flowing free-surface liquids in the fusion

environment

À Plasma edge calculations based on ITER like geometry
6) determining limits on the amount of material allowed to evaporate from liquid surfaces

À Engineering Issues and Potential
7) pumping power, thermal efficiency, global temperature calculations, and two-stream

concept exploration
8) identifying high-temperature structural materials that are compatible with flibe and

LMs for use in nozzles, backplate, and other regions behind the liquids.

There is no design yet! The question of “Can we make it work?” remains.
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Concept Explorations for ARIES-RS, ARIES-ST, and FRC (Flibe)

Hydrodynamics Principle: Gravity-Momentum Driven with or without
Adding Rotation. Liquid adherence to back wall by centrifugal force.

OutboardUθOutboardZU
InboardZUFRC

ARIES-ST ARIES-RS

Both ARIES-RS and ST configurations are
converted to single null at the bottom of plasma
compatible with the liquid wall schemes.
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Some amount of thinning was observed along the poloidal path due to
gravitational thinning and toroidal area expansion (Flibe)

Z-velocity components along the structural inner walls from 3-D hydrodynamics calculations

• 

Inlet velocity =15 m/s

t/pass = 0.5 second

Velocity increases
by 33%

Initial thickness = 50 cm Centrifugal force > g defines
the minimum velocity > 8 m/s

g
R

V
f
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ARIES-ST Simulation Results:

• Step in outboard vacuum vessel topology
helps maintain liquid thickness > 30 cm

• Calculated outboard inlet velocity,
Vpoloidal = 4.5 m/s, Vtoroidal,ave = 12 m/s

• Inboard jet Vz = 15 m/s is high to prevent
excessive thinning, < 30%
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Influence of Magnetic Field
Hydrodynamic Parameters for Thick Liquid FW/Blankets

Property                                        Flibe (550C)          Lithium (500C)     Tin-Lithium*1

Composition Mole % 66%LiF,34%BeF2     100% Li         80% Sn, 20% Li
Melting Point, Tm K 733 459   599
Density, ρ Kg/m3 2011 485   6800
Dynamic Viscosity, µ Kg/ms 0.0116 0.32x10-3   1.2x10-3

Electrical Cond., σ 1/Ωm 184 2.83x106               1.67x106

Thermal Cond., k W/mK 1.06 49.6   33.44
Specific Heat, Cp J/KgK 2380 4170   317.68
Surface Tension, γ N/m 0.2 0.35

Thick Liquid Hydrodynamic Parameters                                                        
Liquid Thickness, D m 0.45 0.40   0.40
Liquid Velocity, V m/s 8.1 10 7.5
Channel ½ Width, W  m 0.68 0.57   0.07
Flow Length, L m 8 8  8
Toroidal Field, BT T 8 8   8
Radial Field, BR T 0.2 0.2   0.2
Radius of Curvature, Rm 6.7 6.7   6.7

Dimensionless Numbers                                                                                                     
Aspect Ratio, β D/W 0.6617 0.7017 5.714
Reynolds No., Re DVρ/µ 6.32x105 6.187x106              1.7x106

Hartmann No., HaT BTW(σ/µ)1/2 685.14 4.288x105             2.09x104

Modified Hartmann, HaD HaTβ2 453.3 3.0x105       1.19x105

Radial Hartmann No., HaR BRW(σ/µ)1/2 17.12 1.0x104 522.5
Interaction No., N*3 (HaD)2/Re 0.325 1.46x104 8332
Froude No., FrL V2/gL 0.836 1.275 0.717
Froude No., FrC V2/gR 1 1.52 0.855
Thermal Diffusivity, α k/Cpρ 2.2x10-7 2.4x10-5 1.5x10-5

Prandtl No., Pr Cpµ/k 25.56 0.0269 0.0114
Modified Reynolds*2 Re/HaTβ 1394 20.62                     14.3
Expected MHD impact            Heat transfer,Galvanic corrosion      Velocity profile, Pressure drop
*1 Data taken from Table 3 for Sn (Dai-Kai Sze). No data available for Tin-Lithium yet.
*2 Modified Reynolds Number scales amount of turbulence (> 500 indicates turbulence)
*3 Interaction Number indicates effect of MHD on heat transfer (40% reduction on h based on the
closed channel data at N=0.325)
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MHD Drag may Greatly Influence Thick Liquid Flibe Flow
Characteristics

À Induced MHD drag slowdowns the flow and increases the layer
thickness
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1 - isolation; 2- Cw=0.1; 3 - Cw=0.2; 4- Cw=0.3; 5-Cw=0.35

1 mm thick steel gives Cw= 12.9

U0=10 m/s;  b (half-width)=0.5 m;   h0=40
cm; B0=8 T; α0=30°; ∆α=60°

Note: A wider segment decreases HaM and minimizes this MHD drag
effect.

HaM = 322

Modified Hartmann No. HaM
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σβ ==

HaM > 50 inviscous, MHD
dominating regimes

HaM ~ 1 No MHD effect

HaM ~ 2.5 – 5 MHD drag may
compensate gravity force;
A submerged wall
concept may work but
may not be effective due
to Flibe’s high viscosity

(b = 40 -100 m)
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Conceptualization of Flowing Liquid Metal Wall Hydrodynamics

Issues addressed during the past year (only the tokamak geometry was examined):

Analyses derived from decoupling the effects due to BT from those due to Br

À Shall a LM wall be segmented along the toroidal direction (how wide
should the segment be?); Or shall it be a toroidally continuous flow?

The Lorentz force due to the induced electrical current in a toroidally
continuous lithium wall significantly reduces the flow velocity even with
a small radial magnetic field of < 0.015 T.
A segmented design minimizes this effect and is preferred. The segment
width was taken as 1.14 m (approximately half of an outboard segment).

À Is an insulator required for passive LM walls?

Insulators appear needed for the segmented side walls.

À The influence of the radial component of the magnetic field on flows over
a conducting backplate

À How does Sn-Li alter this picture?
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Insulators Appear to be Required for Passive Liquid Metal Walls

Induced current in electrically conducting side walls results in a large
Lorentz force, which also results in a significant increase in the liquid layer
thickness with the accompanying reduction in the velocity
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Lithium flow: U0=10 m/s; h0=0.4 m; 2b=1.14
m; R=6.7 m; α0=30°; ∆α=60°
1 - Cw=0.0E-06; 2 - Cw=1.0E-06;
3 - Cw=2.0E-06; 4 - Cw=3.0E-06

Side-walls must be insulated in a
segmented LM design scheme.

Note: corresponding Cw=2.0E-02 for a 1 mm thick steel wall

♦ Rconducting wall << RHartmann wall

♦ With the same LM flow
velocity, induced current (I)
in flow with conducting side
walls is much greater

♦ MHD drag ∝ IXB

BT
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Influence of the conducting backplate on the flow thickness in the
presence of a small radial component of the magnetic field, Br=0.1 T
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Lithium flow: U0=10 m/s; h0=0.4 m; R=6.7
m; Br=0.1 T; α0=30° ; ∆α=60°
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Current loops inside the fluid are closed in
the isolated backplate case, which results
in no net Lorentz force
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 Distinct Hydrodynamic Features of Sn-Li LM for Liquid Walls

À Extremely low vapor pressure⇒ a large temperature window for
power conversion and plasma operation

À However, its high density seriously impacts engineering designs

Analytically critical width of the insulated channel can be estimated as:

 50   Ha for        
g

BU
W 2 avg

c >= β
ρ

σν2

Comparison of flow and channel characteristics between
Lithium and Tin-Lithium at B = 8 T

Lithium @ 400 C Tin-lithium @ 500 C

ρ (kg/m3) 495 6300
σ 3e6 1.73e6
µ (kg/m-s) 0.0004059 0.0016758
ν (m2/s) 8.2e-7 2.66e-7
Wc at Uavg =10 m/s 1.15 m 0.1395 m
Uavg at Wc = 0.5 m NA (4.34 m/s< 8.1m/s) 35.84 m/s

To adhere to the
wall:

g
R

Uavg >
2
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Flibe Free Surface Temperature Magnitude Highly Depends on the Turbulent
Activities near the Surface
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Heat transfer degradation at Flibe free surface results from both the damping of the
normal velocity component at the free surface and suppression of turbulence by the field.

Κ−ε model update:
In the improved model, the empirical data
obtained by Ueda et al. for the eddy
diffusivity for heat was considered, which
results in an increase in the turbulent
Prandtl number near the free surface.
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Uncertainty on Flibe free surface heat transfer remains as one
of the key issues.

À MHD suppresses turbulence near the free surface and thus degrades
heat transfer

∆T, K

α, degree

      1 -     B0=10 T; σT above
      2 -     B0=0; σT above
      3 -     B0=10 T; σT=0.7
      4 -     B0= 0; σT=0.7
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Note: Another approach by Ralph Moir indicates that there are
even more uncertainties.
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Surface temperature rise vs. inclination angle (U0=10 m/s; qs=2 MW/m2 )
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Power Conversion Efficiency &
Impact of Temperature Control on Hydrodynamics Configurations

Thermal efficiency depends on coolant outlet temperature:

À To attain net thermal efficiency > 40% needs Tout > 600 oC
(Note: Flibe outlet temperature for HYLIFE-II is 650 oC. The estimated
efficiency ranges from 39 to 43% impacted by the degree of
technology maturity.)

Flibe System: Allowable surface temperature is about 540 oC

Lithium System: Allowable surface temperature is probably < 510 oC

À Two coolant streams are necessary: fast moving thin liquid layer as low
temperature FW while slow moving thick liquid as high temperature
blanket.

À Submerged wall and two-stream concepts will be explored further.

Tin Lithium System: Allowable surface temperature is about 710 oC

À From the temperature point of view, this makes one coolant Sn-Li stream
design possible.
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Pumping Power, Piping Size and Bulk Temperature Rise
Operating Characteristics of Non-Structure Thick Flibe Concepts

for ARIES-RS Configurations (5480 MW Fusion Power)

2 cm FW @ 15 m/s 1 cm FW @20 m/s+ 20
cm blanket @ 8m/s

1 cm FW @ 20 m/s + 44
cm blanket @ 8 m/s

FW flow
areas(In/Outboard)

0.8741/0.512448 m2 0.436774/0.25638 m2 0.436774/0.25638 m2

Blanket flow areas
(In/Outboard)

8.86736/4.99888 m2 19.839776/10.665952 m2

Mass flow rate (FW) 4.08x104 kg/s 2.72x104 kg/s 2.72x104 kg/s
Mass flow rate (blanket) 2.1775x105 kg/s 4.79x105 kg/s
Heat deposition (FW) Surface heat +10%

nuclear heat (2MW/m2x
438.38 m2+4388*1.1*0.1)

Surface heat +5%
nuclear heat
(2MW/m2x 438.38 m2

+4388*1.1*0.05 MW)

Surface heat +5%
nuclear heat
(2MW/m2x 438.38 m2

+4388*1.1*0.05 MW)
Temp. rise (FW) 13.71 oC 14+3.28 oC 14+3.28 oC
Heat deposition
(Blanket)

75% of nuclear heat
(4388*1.1*0.75 MW)

4388*1.1 MW

Temp. rise (Blanket) 7.22 oC 4.4 oC
Total volumetric flow
rate (m3/s)

20.8 124.8 257.9

Pumping power (MW)
( % of thermal power)1

8.87 (0.15%) 53.21 (0.89%) 109.97 (1.8 %)

Pipe size @ 8 m/s 16 pipes at 45 cm diameter 32 pipes at 75 cm diameter 32 pipes at 1 m diameter

1 Total pumping power is scaled from HYLIFE-II pumping power of 22.74 MW for 53.33 m3/s flow.
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Pumping Power and Bulk Temperature Rise
Characteristics of Non-Structure Thick Liquid Wall Concepts for Different

Confinement Schemes

ARIES-RS ARIES-RS*1 FRC ST BCSS(H2O/SB)

Fusion Power (MW) 2170 5480/16439.2 2072 5470 5000 MW

Average Neutron Wall Load
(MW/m2)

3.96 10/30 30 8.085 5

First Wall Area (m2) 438.38 438.38 55.26 541 1000
Flow Area for 45 cm thick
liquid

31.27 m2 31.27 m2 3.744 m2 16 m2 NA

Coolant Velocity (m/s)
Flibe/Sn-Li

8/7.5 8/7.5 10/10 10/10

Mass Flow Rate (Kg/s) Flibe 5.03x105 5.03x105 7.53x104 3.21x105 3.6x104

Sn-Li 1.59x106 1.59x106 2.55x105 1.09x106

Pumping Power (MW) Flibe 106 106 16 68.22 49.5*2

 (MW) Sn-Li 336 336 54.1 230.67
Temperature Rise (K) Flibe 1.81 4.57/13.7 11.56 7.15 40
 (K) Sn-Li  4.30  10.85/32.5  25.57 15.79

♦ Large mass inventories result in low bulk temperature rises.

♦ Pumping power requirements appear reasonable (e.g. < 2% of thermal power) for
FRC, ST and the high power density ARIES-RS configurations using Flibe. It
becomes high (~ 5% of thermal power for the high power density ARIES-RS) for
Sn-Li liquid walls.
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Summary

À Fairly uniform thick liquid (for both Flibe and Lithium) walls can be
formed in FRC, ST and ARIES-RS as long as the injected fluid carries
adequate inertial momentum (e.g. 10 m/s).

À Insulators appear to be required for liquid metal free surface flows. How
much can the use of external electrical current and magnetic propulsion
reduce this requirement needs to be quantified this year.

À The pumping power requirement for Sn-Li limits its potential as a
candidate working fluid for a thick liquid wall concept.

À A neutronically thick liquid wall with conflicting requirement of plasma
operation and high thermal efficiency appears to indicate a two-stream
concept should be considered.

Submerged wall ideas, which do not introduce additional structural complexity,
are under exploration.

À Magnetic field may have seriously effects on thick liquid Flibe concept
design. Further modeling effort is planned to better understand this
issue.
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Heat transfer at liquid/vacuum interfaces is governed by:
[Relative magnitude of which depends on the choice of working liquid]

q Conduction into bulk fluid
• Thermal conductivity of the fluid
• Time exposed to heat
• Increased interfacial area due to surface waves

q Convection into bulk flow
• Turbulent fluctuations [turbulent eddy structures, eddy formation

(temperature gradient or shear stress) and decay, and MHD suppression]
• Secondary flows, developing flows
• Surface wave motion [impacting the stability of the free surface]

q Convection along flow
• Heat capacity of the liquid heated depth
• Velocity profile [MHD laminarization]

q X-ray penetration
High-energy photons from core radiation can penetrate into low z liquids

À Lithium free surface appears to have reasonable surface temperatures
due to its high thermal conductivity and long x-ray mean free path (& low
melting temperature)

[Bremsstrahlung radiation spectrum with impurity]
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R&D Priorities for Thick Liquid Wall Concepts

1. What is allowable temperature of the liquid surface facing the plasma?

À Edge-plasma modelling and test results of the maximum allowable
evaporation rate from the liquid surface with respect to different MFE
confinement schemes.

2. Bulk plasma-liquid wall interactions

À Effects of liquid walls on startup, fueling, transport and control

3. LM Specific Hydrodynamics

À Effect of liquid metal walls on plasma stability, including potentially
beneficial effects of conducting shell and the associated engineering
and design requirements

À Continued assessment of LM insulator requirements.

À Modeling results of temporal and spatial field gradients on free
surface flow characteristics
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 R&D Priorities for Thick Liquid Wall Concepts (cont’d)

3. LM Specific Hydrodynamics (cont’d)

À Assess feasibility of actively control liquid metal wall concepts

4. Flibe Specific Hydrodynamics and Heat Transfer

À Modeling and experimental data on effects of the magnetic field on
thick Flibe flow characteristics and free surface heat transfer
degradation

À Computer simulation results of hydrodynamic characteristics near the
penetrations. Identification of optimum design solutions for
penetrations.

À Modelling and experimental data on the achievable minimum liquid
surface temperatures w/o MHD effects for turbulent Flibe flow under
high power density conditions

À Identification of practical heat transfer enhancement schemes
necessary for minimizing liquid surface temperatures.
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R&D Priorities for Thick Liquid Wall Concepts (cont’d)

Note

The complicated free surface hydrodynamics are heavily coupled to the
interaction of the magnetic field, requiring sophisticated numerical
models of both fluid and magnetic field behaviors. Experiments in strong
magnetic fields will be required to validate numerical simulation efforts.

5. Concept Exploration

À Continued identification of the most promising hydrodynamics
configurations with respect to different MFE confinement (innovative
and tokamak) schemes.
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ACCOMODATION of PENETRATIONS in a THICK LIQUID LAYER FLOW
REQUIRES a LARGER MODIFIED BACK WALL SURFACE AREA as COMPARED to that

FOR CLIFF CONCEPT

Modified Sections of
Back Wall Topology

Area=
3.79 m2

Area = .836 m2

Penetrations
Area = 0.141 m2

2.4 m

4.68 m

2 cm thick
Flibe wall

10 cm thick
Flibe wall

1.06 m

2.52 m

À Issues:

Need input on penetration size and shape
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Mechanical Design Issues

There are numerous mechanical design issues associated with the thick liquid wall
concept, including:

À How to move mass quantities of liquid metal or salt in and out of the machine
reliably

À How to provide sufficient access for supply piping and return ducts

À How to design the piping and nozzles for reliable operation at high fluid velocity

À How to start and stop the system safely

À How to keep the stream attached to the inboard wall (must prevent toroidal
rotation of inboard stream)

À How to provide sufficient penetrations for heating and diagnostics

À How to account for image current effects from moving plasma

À How to protect liquid from exposed surfaces (i.e. excessive vapor pressure if
liquid hits hot spots)

These practical engineering development issues will be examined more
carefully next year under Task III.
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Continued Drainage Designs for Thin and Thick Liquid Blankets-
Innovative design solutions of converting a free surface flow to a channel
flow and extending to divertor droplet flow are needed.

Install a “Flow Diffuser” at the bottom of the plasma to
create back pressure up-holding the liquid and to reduce
gravitational thinning

Liquid injected at 8 m/s @ 30 cm thick

Bottom of plasma

As back pressure increases the liquid
layer thickness increases

Fraction of
Fluid

Preliminary Results of Flow-3D Calculations


